WELCOME TO DRCLAS!

Bem-vindxs! ¡Bienvenidxs!
Ice-Breaker!

- Name, Pronouns & Year
- Your connection with Latin America
ABOUT DRCLAS

OUR OFFICES ABROAD
- Santiago, CHILE
- São Paulo, BRAZIL
- México City, MÉXICO

SINCE 1994
- Faculty Affiliates across the University
- Research, internship, and educational opportunities for all students, year-long
FALL & WINTER 2021-2022

- Independent Experience Stipend
- Student Group Grants
- Indigenous Language Stipend
- Certificate in Latin American Studies
- Mentoring & Language Acquisition Brazil
- Puerto Rico Winter Institute
- Remote Internship Program
INDEPENDENT EXPERIENCE STIPEND

- AVAILABLE TO ENROLLED UNDERGRADUATES & GRADUATES

- PRE-PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH LATIN AMERICAN-BASED or FOCUSED ORGANIZATIONS

- STUDENT DESIGNED

Location: REMOTE

- DEADLINE: Rolling monthly
INDIGENOUS LANGUAGE STUDY STIPEND

- AVAILABLE TO ENROLLED UNDERGRADUATES & GRADUATES
- SUPPORTS STUDENTS TO DEVELOP & IMPROVE LANGUAGE SKILLS
- INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES OF LATIN AMERICA & THE CARIBBEAN QUALIFY

Location: REMOTE

- DEADLINE: Rolling monthly
STUDENT GROUP & ORGANIZATION GRANTS

- OPEN SEPTEMBER - MAY

- AVAILABLE TO UNDERGRADUATE & GRADUATE GROUPS

- ACADEMIC PROGRAMMING RELATING / COMPARING TO REGION

- DEADLINE: Rolling Monthly

- STUDENT DESIGNED EVENTS

- FUNDING & PUBLICITY
CERTIFICATE IN LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES

- AVAILABLE TO UNDERGRADUATES & GSAS GRADUATES
- CERTIFICATE DEMONSTRATING SPECIALIZATION IN REGION
- THESIS PRIZES
- RESUME BUILDER & COMMENCEMENT CELEBRATION

- COURSE GUIDE: https://drclas.harvard.edu/certificate-program

COMPLETE BY GRADUATION
MENTORING & LANGUAGE ACQUISITION BRAZIL

- AVAILABLE TO ENROLLED UNDERGRADUATES & GRADUATES
- MENTORSHIP OPP WITH BRAZILIAN HIGH SCHOOLERS
- REMOTE ENGAGEMENT
- BUILD PORTUGUESE SKILLS
- UNIQUE & DIVERSE COHORT

Location: REMOTE

- **DEADLINE:** September 26
PUERTO RICO WINTER INSTITUTE

- OPEN TO ENROLLED GRADUATE STUDENTS & UNDERGRADUATES WHO FOCUS ON PR/THE CARIBBEAN
- SEMINAR-STYLE PROGRAM
- FINAL RESEARCH DELIVERABLE
- THEME: AGRICULTURE- FOOD SOVEREIGNTY, SUSTAINABILITY & CULTURE
- SPANISH FLUENCY REQUIRED

Location: San Juan, Puerto Rico

- DEADLINE: October 11
REMOTE WINTER PROGRAM

- AVAILABLE TO ENROLLED UNDERGRADUATES & GRADUATES
- PRE-PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH LATIN AMERICAN-BASED or FOCUSED ORGANIZATIONS
- BUILD LANGUAGE SKILLS
- CULTURAL PROGRAMMING
- STRUCTURED w/ DRCLAS STAFF

Location: REMOTE in Mexico and Chile

- **DEADLINE:** November 1
General Questions?
Breakouts!

MLAB
With Camilla Roberts & Larissa Leal

Grants
With Tiago Genoveze & Jimena Codina

Winternships
con Pilo Mella & Lorena Rodas (en español)

PRWI
With Rachel M-C & Mony Hinojosa
GET INVOLVED

Events • Revista Student Views • Instagram Takeovers
WE HOPE TO CONNECT YOU WITH LATIN AMERICA!